Maps

Certified ServiceNow® Store App
BUSINESS APPS TO SIMPLIFY WORK

See your Enterprise in a geospatial
context for analyzing and
understanding services and assets in
ServiceNow ®

Overview
Stave Maps is a flexible and configurable
integration to display any location-based
record in ServiceNow® on maps from
both Esri® ArcGIS Online™ and Google®
Maps™.
Display the location of assets, tasks, personnel
and more on your online maps. Configure custom
markers, actions, and pop-up displays with your
logos and unique labels. Stave Maps integrates
with your existing custom ArcGIS Online maps
and Google Maps. Maps integrates with the core
Location table in ServiceNow and can utilize any
type of data that includes latitude and longitude
references.
This easy to use solution can maximize your
ability to understand your enterprise data and
see what can impact your service delivery, asset
posture, and logistics workflows.

Learn More
www.staveapps.com/products/
maps
Maps

Esri ArcGIS Online Integration
Use the world’s most-popular enterprise GIS
platform and visually display your ServiceNow
enterprise data on an Esri map.
Google Maps Integration
Use the world’s most-popular consumer GIS
platform and visually display your ServiceNow
enterprise data on a Google map.
Layer Multiple Datasources
Combine any number of tables or datasources on
a single map. View related data such as employees
with assets, locations with services, equipment
with requests, and more to truly understand your
enterprise.
Hassle-Free Integration into Your Existing Maps
Integrate your existing custom ArcGIS Online maps
within ServiceNow. Integration with the custom
ArcGIS Online maps you’ve already built saves time
and money.
Dynamic Visual Controls on Your Maps
Analyze your maps with built-in visualization
features such as proximity heatmaps, drill-able pin
clusters, custom pin design, and custom tool-tip
design.
Define the Authoritative View of Data
There’s no limit to the way you can express your
data, which maximized your efficiency and
strengthens your logistical awareness.
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Point and Click Simplicity
Stave Maps allows you to define any number of maps based
on either Esri ArcGIS Online or Google Maps, and it allows
you to do so with a simple point-and-click interface. There’s
absolutely no need to write complicated JavaScript to display
your enterprise data on a map within ServiceNow anymore.
Overlay your maps with multiple data sources and display
records with customizable pins and tool-tips.

Visualize Asset Location

Use Heatmaps to Understand Proximity

View where corporate assets are located, and show a unique
tool-tip for each, such as the map above showing servers,
databases, and employee laptops stored in the CMDB.

When you see your data centers and associated problem
records visually, you can know exactly where to divert your
resources for maximum effectiveness.

View Impacting Events

Crisis Management

By adding layers such as sea routes and highways to your
maps, you can fully understand how your global business
logistics may be impacted.

With live layers, such as active wildfires, you can track who
may be in danger and using roadways, guide them to safety.
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